In a sexual-assault case that brought disgrace to an elite New Hampshire prep school, a jury found Tuesday that an 18-year-old lured a freshman to a campus boiler room as part of an annual hookup competition.

The conviction Tuesday of an 18-year-old from New Hampshire Prep School in Wolfeboro brings an end to a case that began when a 16-year-old student reported being raped in January 2017.

Over the past year, New Hampshire Attorney General James Robert Morris and 18-year-old Matthew Nagle Jr. have embraced the case as a model for why young people must be held accountable for their actions.

As a young man, he developed an interest in art and imagery. He had faith that imagery could bear witness to the power of the human soul. From this foundation, he began to explore the depths of human experience, seeking to tap into the collective unconscious and to express the innate burning desire for spiritual growth.

In the first decision of its new term, the Supreme Court struggled Tuesday with how to protect death-row inmates from severe pain during lethal injection.

The court was considering the case of a California inmate who was scheduled to be executed this week but who had become a symbol of a national debate over capital punishment. The inmate, Timothy Ryan, has been on death row for almost 30 years for a murder he committed when he was 17 years old.

The court was hearing arguments Tuesday about marriage.
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